Oxidation of heme proteins by alkyl halides: a probe for axial inner sphere redox capacity in solution and in whole cells.
Iron(II) porphyrins in homogeneous solution, in heme proteins, and in intact human erythrocytes and lysed cells are oxidized by certain alkyl halides to the corresponding iron(III) complexes at room temperature. The mechanism established for the oxidation of hemes in homogeneous solution operates at all levels of biological integrity. It is an axial inner sphere process. Deoxyhemoglobin has about the same reactivity within and without cells. The speed of the reaction with the proteins is primarily governed by the steric accessibility to iron. The reactivity of an array of iron(II) proteins accords well with theoretical prediction. In contrast the reactivity of cytochrome b5 does not. An examination of the oxidation and reduction of this protein was additional mechanistically defined reagents (trinitrobenzene and hydroquinone) shows it to be in the G rather than C conformation. The unusual redox characteristics of this protein can be rationalized on this basis.